
DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

National Level Webinar
24-09-2020: Department of Journalism organised a Multi- Disciplinary National
Level Webinar on “Exploring Career Opportunities in Mass Media-Post Covid”.              
Mr Rahul Dayama, Communications Professional at Zest Money was the resource
person. About 168 participants from across the country benefited from the
interactive webinar 

Virtual Prism Release
18-09-2020: Virtual release of Journalism Newsletter Prism: Vol-11 was held.
Principal Prof. Esther Prasana Kumar released the Newsletter and appreciated the
efforts of staff and students in bringing out Prism during the lockdown period.

State Level Online Workshop
8-12-2020: State Level Virtual Workshop on ‘Photojournalism’ was conducted.         
Mr. Astro Mohan, Senior News photographer, Udayavani was the resource
person. About 55 students benefited from the workshop.

Inter-Class Competition
04-11-20 to 09-11-20: Virtual Inter-Class PPT
Competition was held for second and final year
students on the topics related to media and
syllabus. Best three presentations won the prize.

Intra-Class Competition
14-06-2021 to 24-06-2021: Virtual Intra-Class
Seminar was held for first, second and final year
students. Best presentation from each class won
the prize.

 Best Print Advertisement
28-06-2021: Final year students designed Print
Advertisement on ‘Covid Pandemic’. Best three
advertisements won the prize.
 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN MASS MEDIA - POST COVID 
 

Rahul educated us on different topics ranging from career options, skills to develop, and courses that help us become a journalist. He also gave a ppt on the pandemic’s impact on

media and his journey in this field. Rahul also took us through a few lesser known secrets to success along with a display of some of the news stories he has covered and his

interviews as seen on ET Now. 

He highlighted the problems faced by the media industry due to the impact of COVID. Rahul added that reduced advertisements have enormously affected the print media industry.

The massive need for reliable information while newsrooms being shifted to homes was another problem that was discussed. Over-the-top (OTT) releases of movies over cinema halls

as well as demand for digital content was explained keeping in mind the virtual experiences that are being customised to the audience. Due to the fear of contracting the virus, people

stopped buying newspapers, hence, decreasing their circulation. These vast changes have become the new norm of the media industry.

He constantly stressed on the fact that mass media requires industry experience during college which is gained through internships. Since today’s world is all about technology and its

digital aspects, he urged us to have a prominent online presence by blogging, photography, videography, etc, to name a few. Inquisitive nature, good communication skills, interest in

reading, willingness to adapt and public speaking skills amongst others were recommended by Rahul as skills to develop. In terms of our educational journey, a 10+2, Bachelor’s

degree in any field (preferably Mass communication) and optionally a Master’s Degree in Mass communication as stated by Rahul, will help us get a headstart and to further improvise

in our careers. 

Students from across the country asked Rahul thought-provoking questions such as the role of women in investigative journalism, writing blogs, having an online presence, developing

various skills to name a few.Volunteering and practicing innovative ideas in the field of mass media, writing extensively for blogs, newspapers, college magazines, as well as having

mentors, keeping a record of all the activities you have done are some of the secrets to success that were advised by Rahul to the budding journalists. The welcome speech was given

by Ms Chaya Anil Kumar and outgoing student Kedsiya Blessy proposed the vote of thanks. 

SPORTS BILL TO CURB CORRUPTION 
 

Corruption is dishonest behavior by those in positions of power. It can include giving or accepting bribes or double-dealing, under-the-table transactions, manipulating elections, diverting

funds, laundering money, and defrauding investors. 

Corruption in sports is understood as any illegal, immoral or unethical activity that attempts to deliberately distort the outcome of a sporting contest for the personal material gain of one or.

more parties involved in that activity. Sport is a source of unity for many around the world. Watching and playing sports transcends differences in language, culture and beliefs. But in

recent years, the manipulation of sporting competitions by organized syndicates has been threatening the integrity of sport. With large profits to be made, competition manipulation has

become attractive to criminals. Today, it plagues all major Indian sports, including cricket, hockey, weightlifting, and athletics.

In weightlifting, while India has produced world-class lifters, the sport has also had its own share of scandals and controversies. During the Commonwealth Games, the lack of suitable

legislation for the organization of mega sport events deeply affected India’s objectives, in contrast to other international models, such as the Sydney Olympics 2000, Melbourne

Commonwealth Games 2006. These models enshrine appropriate Legislations to regulate the functioning of organizing committees and judicious dealing with key issues such as

transport, broadcasting and licensing rights.

In 2011, the Indian Government proposed a National Sports Bill to curb corruption and ensure that all sport federations comply with the Olympics Charter by subjecting their offices to

annual audits. Tackling match-fixing and other crimes in sport requires national and international cooperation between sport, public authorities, betting regulators, the gambling industry

and law enforcement. An individual might not seem to be powerful, but a group of people can generate new perspectives on government performance which then can be used by the

public to bring out some changes. (Source: Routledge.com; lawinsport.com)

BISHOP COTTON WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

PRISMPRISM  Reflecting Ideas 

#19, CSI Compound, Mission Road, Bangalore - 560027
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                 Glimpse of Activities
 

- VINITHA S

- SYEDA JUVERIA NAIN

Department of Journalism Conducted Various Activities with the Motto of  ‘Imparting Education with Practical and
Pragmatic Approach

Not sure about career opportunities in mass media Post-COVID? Please read on. On Thursday, 23rd September,
students from across the country logged into the national level webinar on exploring career opportunities Post-COVID.
Ms. Chaya Anil Kumar, HOD, Department of Journalism, BCWCC, introduced the resource person. Rahul Dayama, a
communications professional at ZestMoney was the resource person. He has formerly worked as a Business Journalist
at ET Now for six consecutive years interviewing news makers across varied industries. We could evidently notice that
numerous students were curious to hear what the resource person had to say in this regard.

Press Day 
01-07- 2021: Department of Journalism
celebrated ‘Press Day’ through Microsoft
Teams platform. Dr. Vasundara Priya
Mahadev, Assistant Prof, Department of
Communication at Bangalore University was
the resource person

. Final year student Shashi Prabha gave a
presentation on "Growth of Kannada Press".
As part of the celebration, Online Debate and
Caption Writing competitions were conducted.
Students from UG and PG participated in the
events. 

‘In a state where corruption abounds, laws must be very numerous’. 
~ TACITUS

https://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/In_a_state_where_corruption_abounds%2C_laws_must_be_very_numerous./169800/


Final year student Shashi Prabha completed Internship
from- ‘The Millennial- Hub’. She  has published three
Byline articles. 

 
 

Second year student Mansy P is currently interning with
Viral Fission and was trained to handle Branding  &
Marketing. 

Second year students attended Webinar on
Digital media content writing organised by
Departmen of Journalism, KSAWU on
25/05/2021. 

Second year student Syeda Juveria Nain
completed Internship with - “Insights4results
LLC”. She handled  social media visibility via
Instagram and engaged audience in an
effective way.
She participated in the BBC Global Questions
program on “Travel Post-Covid”. 
She is the Founder & Host of a Travel Podcast
named “Elsewhere with Juveria” launched on
September 2020. 

STUDENT'S ACHIEVEMENTS

 
 

Could you please tell us a little about yourself?

Is there a link between a person's immunity and the Covid-19 vaccine?

Are pregnant women safe during the pandemic? What are the precautions they should follow?

What is the difference between a normal flu and Covid-19?

                                                                     Face 2 Face with Dr. Shyamala Kamath  
Dr. Shyamala Kamath is a Gynaecologist residing in Banaswadi, Bangalore. She has an experience of 36 years in the field of

Infertility and Laparoscopic Surgery(Obs & Gyn). She shared her views about the pandemic with student reporters.Experts of

the Interview

My childhood dream was to become a Doctor & server the people. Being a gynaecologist has taught me a lot of things in life &

has helped me to fulfill people’s dream. 

We are not looking at the immunity of the person before vaccinating. Vaccination is for everyone above the age of 18. Whether

you are an immune person or not, you have to be vaccinated. In fact, vaccines boost the immune response.

Pregnant women are at a higher risk because their immunity is already compromised. But they can follow the precautions like

wearing masks, sanitizing regularly, remaining indoors & maintaining social distance. 

You cannot differentiate on the basis of symptoms alone about one or the other kind of infection. If indeed you have an

infection that is getting worse or is bothering you and is not going away then you should see a doctor, talk to the closest

hospital and try to get the Covid test done as soon as possible. 

Final year student Ruchi Rani is doing Internship from-
‘The Millennial- Hub’ and  published a Byline article titled - 
Stop Portraying Actress as ‘Glamorous Doll!’ on 10-06-
2021   
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- ESTHER DEBORAH & RACHEL ROSE

- RAAJESHREE KUMAR & REENA JOY

Second year student’s Kashfiya Gurung &
Radhika Sharma participated in an  online
Workshop on “How to Write a Film Review”
organised by TFO- Talking Films Online held on
19/06/2021. 

Second year student Kashfiya Gurung
participated in the IBM Skillsbuild
Masterclass on Digital marketing on
18/06/2021.  

 K. Abishek Kumar  

 D. Paul Jebaselvi   

Through the Lens of COVID Warriors
 

The pandemic has shaken up the world and changed our lives in numerous ways by teaching us the value of health and life. “Stay home stay safe” has become the new normal.
However, COVID warriors are working day and night, sacrificing themselves for the country. Read on to find out more about the contributions and thoughts of two COVID
warriors during the pandemic.  

 Abishek, a student of St. Joseph’s College, Bangalore has been volunteering as a sector warden (Karnataka Civil Defence) at the Byappanahalli police station. He is a frontline
warrior and is a part of activities like :- ration distribution, vehicle checks, and volunteering in the COVID care centres. While talking to our student reporter, Abishek said that he
is passionate about joining the civil services and decided to use this opportunity to gain valuable experience.  
When asked about his experience of volunteering during the pandemic, he said “Some bless us, others verbally abuse us. But we try to understand their emotions and deal with
them patiently”. Abishek told our student reporter that he had to make several compromises in his academics. Though people around him appreciate him for his good work, his
family is concerned. Each day as he steps out of his home, he leaves behind anxious parents who are in a state of constant worry until his arrival. Initially, his mother tried to
discourage him from leaving the house, but now she is proud of him despite worries.  When asked about his takeaway from this experience, Abishek replied “People need to
stay home, stay safe, take care of their loved ones and keep them happy. If they are at odds with someone, they need to make amends because life is precious.” 

 Jebaselvi is working as a multipurpose health assistant (MPHA) in Primary Health Centre (PHC), Chittoor. She has rich 21 years of experience and has received the Best     
 Nurse award and also the Best Covid Warrior award.Jebaselvi told student reporters that she has been involved in the vaccination drives, monitoring home quarantined patients
and creating awareness about COVID-19. 
One of the challenges she faced was to persuade people to get vaccinated. Her team members are creating awareness about the benefits of the vaccine and personally talking
to each household members. Jebaselvi became emotional while speaking about the deaths of her co-workers. She said “This has already taken a toll on us. When I see my
colleagues get infected or succumb to COVID, it breaks me down completely. But seeing the gratitude of the recovered patients gives me the strength and motivation to keep
pushing”. When asked about her suggestions, Jebaselvi replied “Get vaccinated and follow SMS - Sanitising, Masking up, and Social distancing.”

 

Second year student Radhika Sharma completed
internship from “Professional Property Consultancy” &
was awarded top performer for the month of September
2020.
She is working as a Freelance content writer for “
Radtel India Pvt. Ltd” since June 2021. She is presently
working as content writer with Zippy InfoTech company.
She received certificate appreciation for her
outstanding dedication and service for campaign “One
meal away” organised by Desibrat club in June 2021.

PRISM TEAM  

“To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make
you something else is the greatest accomplishment.” “If you
were born without wings, do nothing to prevent them from

growing.” ~Ralph Waldo Emerson



PRINCIPAL RELEASING PRISM Vol: 11 

WORKSHOP ON PHOTO JOURNALISM 

EXPLORING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN MASS MEDIA - POST COVID 

INTER-CLASS PPT COMPETITION INTRA-CLASS PPT COMEPETITION

PRESS DAY 
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SELF CONFIDENCE 
 

“Your success will be determined by your own confidence and fortitude” - Michelle Obama

 

The first step to successful living is self-confidence. It is the magic that involves the art of knowing oneself, i.e., who we

actually are, knowing our strengths, believing in ourselves, and accepting the fact that no one is perfect - everybody has

flaws. One should strive on shining through those flaws such that the puzzle falls in place and the magic happens                 

Self-confidence is not something that can be achieved in a day or two, so to say, none of us are born with it. We gain it over

the course of time - facing tough situations, taking risks, winning, losing, self-motivation, motivation from others - all put

together is what truly makes us confident. The spirit of never giving up comes with self-confidence, which further pushes us

to live the life of our dreams.           

Success is not a cakewalk, one has to face lots of hardships to succeed in life. The most dangerous of it is the set of people

in our lives that play the role of a "Silent Enemy", and whose intention is to put us down. While fighting through it, one must

believe in the magic within. "Self-confidence" is that magic that pushes us towards success.                      

The world we live in is a very competitive one. They say, it is a rat race full of competent people and the fittest of them

survives. Self-confidence is the magic that beautifies one to be the fittest and shines brightly from within exhaling light into

the world.

"BELIEVE IN YOURSELF AND KEEP SHINING"

 VIRTUAL INTERNSHIP DURING THE PANDEMIC
 

The pandemic has made students and first-time job seekers look for a virtual internship. You may ask what a

virtual internship is? A virtual internship is just like another internship but online. A virtual intern gets the same

experience as an in-office intern. The pandemic has made everything accessible from our homes. So why not

use this time to get an internship now rather than wait till everything opens? Read on to learn more.

Q. Is a virtual internship anywhere valuable to a normal internship? 

A: Yes, a virtual internship is considered as valuable as a normal internship. The difference being virtual interns

get to do their college and internship simultaneously. These internships are more convenient for the employer

and the employee. 

Q. Where can we find these internships? 

A: The apps which provide these short-listed companies are Internshala, LinkedIn, lets intern, intern bit, google

jobs, internship.com, go abroad (they handle international remote internships), and simply hired. Campus

interns are hired by student/youth associations like viral fission, InGlu global, the student conservation

association. 

Q. How to get started?

A: All you have to do is: create an account, fill in your personal information, educational qualifications,

achievements, skills, and preferences. Having a CV is necessary as few companies may require it. After this, the

apps curate companies according to your preference and you can apply to them. They might have an interview

round and announce the results.

Q. What are the perks of a virtual intern? 

A: The perks are a letter of recommendation, stipend, work experience with flexible timings, network with

people in the same field, and rewards/goodies. 

A virtual internship may have you procrastinating at first but it is the best way to gain knowledge and access to

our dream jobs. These internships help in completing our resume and giving it an edge. Go find your virtual

internships NOW!
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~MANSY P

~RUCCHICA JAINN 

DEBATE 2021 

First prize: Syeda Juveria Nain- II BA
Second prize: Abhinaya - II BCom & 

        Tasnim - III BA
Third prize: Navya - I BA, Radhika Sharma &

 Muskaan Taj - II BA

ONLINE CAPTION WRITING  

First prize: Asfiya Khan - III BA
Second prize: Baisakhi Dhar - III BA &

 Saniya Khanum - I MCom
Third prize: Shashi Prabha - III BA, 
Mansy P & Pamilla Antony - II BA

 

PRESS DAY COMEPETITIONS



SIGNIFICANCE OF STYLYING IN FASHION 
 

Undoubtedly, the field of Fashion designing has always been considered as the major lock and key in the Fashion Industry and of course it gifted some of the best creators’ world

could ask for. Though for most people the word ‘Fashion’ interprets only the Fashion Designers but that’s not the reality behind the scene. People, who are unaware of the

meaning of true fashion, do not know how impactful a “Significance of styling in Fashion” can be. Every decade a new form of fashion is being introduced and that’s how the

fashion industry has been blooming since forever. But, have you ever wondered how it actually functions? No matter how creative a design is, if it’s not styled properly it cannot

bring a change in fashion. Hence, “A better Execution is more important than a Creation itself”. 

An outfit might not hold a lot of power to make the glow up. But, with the right amount of accessories, pairings, and extra factors such as the carrying of the outfit, are done right, it

makes one look eccentric. The master of a wardrobe is always the Stylist and the way a stylist can present the look of a particular design is believed to be mesmerizing. Other than

the styling part, a stylist has a lot of errands to run. Sourcing clothing from a worldwide array of brands and manufacturers, consulting photographers, models, art directors, hair

stylists, makeup artists, costume designers, brand creative directors are a few of their tasks. Therefore, the limitation of work that a stylist holds is far beyond our imagination. It

shows how styling is interdependent and can impact all the other fields at the same time; thereby reflecting the importance of its existence. 

Styling is the only thing which brings a complete new era in fashion. A particular style which is introduced and trends now and then is a gift to us from the greatest stylists of all the

time. A style is the uniqueness of one’s personality which makes it quite clear that every being carries its own style and that’s what makes us all special and versatile.  

Being different and unique is representative of us as humans and that’s what we call it a STYLE. 

RESONATING WITH BTS 

CThe pandemic has played an uncertainty of positives and negatives on us. Meanwhile, the new normal, new discoveries, new genres kept us rooting if there is more to life. Boys

from South Korea named BTS topped the charts. Here's why.

The idol group Bangtan Sonyeondan (in Korean) which means Bulletproof Boys Scouts began their journey on June 13th, 2013. With RM as the leader, Jin, Suga, J-hope, Jimin, V

and Jungkook take charge on the rap, dance and vocal lines. With the supportive fan base ARMY- Adorable Representative MCs of Youth, they encourage the idea that love can

have as many as different expressions. Armys resonate to their songs on a personal level. Here’s a glimpse on some of their songs that deliver a meaningful message.

I still see the desert

I drank you up,

 wanting to have the sea” (Sea a hidden track by BTS)

Sea here is synonymous with hope. Being obsessed and greedy about “hope” and taking it all in as soon as you find it will make you drown in it eventually. (Taken from doolset

lyrics)

They try to find consolation from their songs and live by their message.

“It feels like time has stopped

that would be my first death

I been always afraid of” (Black Swan by BTS)

These lines ironically implied into their reality as an artist at the strike of the pandemic. To relive their memories of performing to their Armys, BTS held a virtual live event on their

7th anniversary. This was followed by another online concert which aroused hopes to carry on with life. 

what a wonder if you too could join along. By respecting all age groups, colour, gender, and sexual orientation, we will continue to welcome you and help you “speak yourself”.

Campus placement is a life changing opportunity, it will be expensive if you miss it. Every student’s goal is to have a good career. Many graduates
desire to get into professional life after graduating. I believe one's career is the second innings of their life where goals, way of thinking, and living
changes. Attending interviews is one of the best ways to get a job. Companies, industries, and organisations started campus recruitments to employ
fresh, young and energetic talent. This process benefits both the employee and the employer. Perhaps, this is a golden opportunity for students to
build their career as large and well established companies come forward to hire students. 

Since the campus interview will be the first real-world interview students will be facing, they need not only focus on writing exams but also on their
skills, passions, good communication and listening skills. Candidates will be questioned about general knowledge and their subject of interest. They
should answer it confidently, and should be clear and presentable. Confidence can be achieved by preparation and by having a strong basic
knowledge about the subject. 

Not everyone who walks into an interview is selected. Chosen and unchosen both have different advantages. The selected candidates get to build
their career right after graduation and will be able to implant their plans, new ideas and thoughts which they have learnt. Prominently, their career
growth will be fast and they will not have a problem while facing lateral recruitments where candidates will be asked for work experience.
Nevertheless, the unchosen students also carry many advantages just by attending those interviews. It will help them to identify their skills, interest,
and passion. It also helps in rectifying and improvising themselves.

No one is flawless and making mistakes is natural. Correcting those mistakes and giving another try is true sport. Talent never fails until you give up.
Campus recruitment gives jobs to a few but experience to all. Overall, it helps to build a career. 

IMPORTANCE OF SITTING THROUGH CAMPUS
RECRUITMENTS
 

- HEMA K

SHEBA.  & KASHFIYA 

~RADHIKA SHARMA 
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HOW DOES DIGITAL ART INFLUENCE SNEAKER CULTURE?

Digital art is an artistic work or practice that uses digital technology as part of the creative or presentation

process. (Source: Digital Art - Wikipedia) The artist uses digital art that is used extensively by mainstream

media in advertisements to produce visual effects, however the digital art influence is sneaker culture as 2D

and 3D graphics which help to create new forms of design. 

It may be difficult to call digital art a technique for two reasons: first it encompasses a variety of techniques

and second the variation of technique is continually being modified as new ways to use technology to create

work of art are born with 2D painting artwork. It is created with virtual painting tools in an editing program

using two dimensional models. (Source: Digital Art - Wikipedia)

Sneaker culture is mostly influenced by sports and music. Whether it's an extension of your first expression,

your own royalty marks your sense of moment or trapped into your in a cosy boy the digital sneaker.

Sneakers can't be mass-produced, hence, only limited editions are sold. In day-to-day life sneakers have

become very common as they don't lose their charm. 

Several popular brands and styles of sneakers have emerged as collectors items in the sneakerhead

subculture. Popular collections include Air Jordans, Air Force Ones, Nike Dunks, Nike Skateboarding (SB),

Nike Foamposites, Nike Air Max, and more recently, the Nike Air Yeezy and Adidas Yeezy which they’re

influenced by digital art. People are so crazy about sneakers that collecting and trading them has become a

hobby. For instance, Jordan Geller, who owns a collection of 2,388 pairs of sneakers, now owns a shoe

museum. 

Be it during the pandemic or post it, good old kicks are only getting funkier and there’s no stopping on that

notion in the latest trends. 

STAFF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

EDITORIAL BOARD
Chaya Anil Kumar participated in the All-India Radio Yuvavani Program and
spoke on the topic “Challenges of Online Teaching” which was broadcasted
on 7 July 2020. Her talk on ' Human Resources 'as part of World Population
Day was broadcasted in All India Radio on 11 July 2021

Completed five weeks online certificate course on “Blended Learning
Practice” jointly offered by Commonwealth of Learning and Athabasca
University, Canada from 12 July to 8 August 2020.

Completed five weeks online certificate course on “Learning to Learn Online”
jointly offered by Athabasca University and Contact North/Contact Nard,
Canada from 10 August - 13 September 2020.

 Completed a certificate course on “Journalism in the Digital Age” offered by
Alison in June 2020.

Her research article on ‘Portrayal of Women in Indian Serials’ was published
as a chapter in the book ‘Gender and Media: Critical Perspectives’. ISBN
979-8656195942.

Mrs. Chaya Anil Kumar 

THE HEALING POWER OF DANCE 
 

It is a proven fact that the Healing Power of Dance cures

people experiencing emotional distress. Here, healing is the

process of restoring ourselves to our natural state of well-

being. 

“To watch us dance is to hear our hearts speak.” — Hopi

Indian Saying 

My dance teacher’s inspirational story of healing made me

realise the healing power of dance and music. 

My dance teacher lost her daughter due to an accident.

When the doctors examined her, they confirmed that both her

legs had a few damages. They told her family that she would

not be able to walk again. 

Weeks passed by but there was no improvement in her

condition. Since she was an artist, the doctors encouraged

her by playing music and dance performances. Her toes

started moving and she defied the odds by walking once

again. She always carried a tape recorder to listen to music

and also watched her stage performances. Post her

treatment, she felt weak and couldn't accept the fact that her

daughter was no more. "Puthra Dukham Dhine Dhine" - only

a mother who lost her child will understand this pain. This

situation affected her socio-emotional well being. 

She started dancing and opened a Dance School to turn her

life around. My teacher danced and grew out of her pain. A

dance ballet choreography dedicated to her daughter made

her cry on stage. Dance helped her to restore the balance

between her mind, body and soul. At 75, she has and is still

performing countless shows posing to be an inspiration to

dancers around the world.  

Hence, Dance is a language that gives you the tools to heal

the sufferings in your life. -KRISHNAPRIYA A K

- R AKSHAYA
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